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INTRODUCTION
The Winneshiek County Loam Bridge (Figures 1-5), a kingpost
pony t r u s s bridge (FHWA#347750), h a s been found eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and the State Historic Preservation Officer of
Iowa (SHPO). Removal of the bridge is necessary to allow construction
of a replacement structure capable of better meeting modern, and
future, traffic and load demands. The FHWA, Iowa SHPO, and the
National Advisory Council on Historic Preservation have agreed to the
relocation of the the Loman Bridge to a site on the nature trail in Lake
Meyer Park, Winneshiek County, Iowa (Figure 3). This relocation will
mitigate the adverse effect of the bridge's removal and meet
stipulations of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) signed by the
above mentioned parties. In accordance with a plan approved by the
SHPO, this report documents the historic background, construction
history, and significance of the Loman Bridge. This documentation
includes a completed Iowa Historic Bridge Survey Form and
photographic recording of the bridge's structural elements and its
original position on the surrounding environment.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
TRUSS CONSTRUCTION
The gable and simple truss roof has been used by ancient and
medieval builders, although at that time, the truss system had not
been understood or developed beyond the most rudimentary forms. A
significant contribution of the Renaissance was the use of the truss as a
structural principle. Renaissance builders worked out systems of truss
design which were practical and structurally important. This included
t r u s s forms used for the centering of falsework during arch
construction. Truss forms were also extensively employed in roof
building with the rafters being arranged in one of two popular systems:
the king post or queen post type (Steinman and Watson 1957:75).
The king post is the simplest of all trusses (Figure 6). A vertical
member connects the apex of a triangular truss to the base. The
queen post h a s two verticals connecting the triangular truss to the
base.
During the first half of the 18th century, the majority of the
structures on American turnpikes were wooden trusses. With the
introduction of cast-iron, the tension members of trusses soon came
to be made of this metal, and gradually, the whole truss was made of
the new material. Numerous patented designs underwent subsequent
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modifications and improvements during the mid- to late-19th century,
leading to their increased reliability and economy. By 1900, truss
technology was a well established science, and the truss bridge was a
commonplace form in the American landscape (Deibler 1975a:8). Iron
trusses became such common configurations for bridges in the postCivil War period that James Waddell stated in 1884 that "at least
ninety percent of all American highway bridges are built on these
systems" (Waddell 1891:iv). However, 1887 statistics pertaining to
railroad bridges in four states, including Iowa, show that wooden
bridges (n=21,873) far outnumbered iron bridges (n=2116; Ringwalt
1888:302). This suggests that small numbers of iron bridges were
being built in Iowa before the 1890s.
The fifty years from 1840 to 1890 were dominated by the truss
bridge. Expansion of the railroads required relatively flat, even
roadbeds and economical solutions for crossing natural topographic
obstacles such as rivers and ravines (Deibler 1975a:8). Additionally,
because railroad commerce was becoming so important, once thought
insurmountable barriers had to be crossed.
The abundance of wood in America contributed to the lack of
experimentation with the structural capabilities of both cast and
wrought iron. If the locamotive had not challenged the carrying
capacity of timber, and demonstrated its vulnerability to fire, the
search for a stronger, more durable material may have been even
longer delayed (Deibler 1975a:9). The history of metal t r u s s
technology is very much tied to the history of iron and steel
production and reflects more the development of an understanding of
the properties of these two materials and manufacturing techniques
(machine and mass production) t h a n it does the development of any
new structural form (Deibler 1975a:9).
As the railroads expanded across the continent, failures in castiron bridges began to occur at alarming rates. As the inadequacies in
the tensile strength of cast-iron were revealed, wrought iron began to
take its place. After 1850, cast iron disappeared entirely from bridge
construction (Steinman and Watson 1957:160). Wrought-iron was
used until near the end of the 19th century when it was replaced by
steel.
During the mid- to late-19th century, the different shapes of
wrought-iron compression members, which still required cast-iron
blocks at the joints, were patented by powerful bridge-fabricating
companies. The pressure of economic competition placed a premium
on cheapness and facility of erection (Steinman and Watson
1957:167).
Despite the suggestion of an almost infinite variety of truss
designs in 19th century literature, the truss tended to be a
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standardized structure, except where unique situations required
custom designed solutions. Ninety percent of the trusses built after
the Civil War were of the Pratt and Whipple system (Waddell 1891:iv).
The truss types that had proved most reliable were the ones most
frequently constructed. Because of this, they were the ones most
easily mass produced and fabricated. Mass production techniques
could easily be applied to making the smaller parts and connecting
pieces. Structural reliability and economic fabrication resulted from
and contributed to mass production of standardized parts and
components for standard t r u s s configurations (Deibler 1975a: 13).
The standardization in truss type and details was accompanied
by the use of a single construction material. With the perfection of an
economical process for manufacturing consistently high quality steel
realized in 1890, all of the necessary parts and structural elements
formerly available in wrought-iron became available at comparable
prices in steel (Waddell 1916). They could be sized, precut, drilled,
riveted, and fitted in the fabrication shop, then quickly reassembled at
the site. The perfection of this system was manifest in the appearance
of dozens, if not hundreds, of bridge building companies during the
last quarter of the 19th century (Deibler 1975a: 13).
It is not clear if all bridge "lettings" were based on the
competitive bidding system. Public policy would have dictated
adhering to this system, however, at the local level there may have
been factors of convenience or familiarity. After a company was
chosen, the immediate task of erecting the bridge was the
responsibility of the site foreman. This was a company employee who
traveled from site to site, hiring and training local labor for each job.
He also secured building material such as timber for falsework and
masonry and mortar for abutments (Miars 1972:24). Preliminary work
would have been completed before the tools, equipment, and truss
components arrived at the nearest freight depot. The rapidity of work
would have depended on the site's location and accessibility, weather,
water depth, span length, and truss type (Deibler 1975b: 15).
When the job was completed, the erection crew was disbanded
and the foreman moved on to the next project, or returned to the
company office. In some counties, where an active bridge building
program was pursued, a pool of trained laborers would develop over a
period of years. After state highway commissions assumed the
responsibility for the primary and, later, the secondary road systems,
local participation became minimal from the decision-making process
to the construction process (Deibler 1975b: 19)
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BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION IN WINNESHIEK COUNTY
Compiled data concerning Winneshiek County bridges first
appeared in a paper entitled Preliminary Report of Historic Bridges in
Winneshiek County, Iowa (Hippen 1971). This project was
undertaken by several Luther College students, under the direction of
Dr. J a m e s Hippen, in J a n u a r y of 1971. The purpose of the study was
to locate and document examples of bridge technology of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries. Concentration was on truss bridges made of
wrought-iron or steel. All bridges over the Upper Iowa River were
examined, as well as several bridges located over smaller streams.
Hippen (1971) states that extensive use of iron bridges in
Winneshiek County began with a visit to an iron bridge in Howard
County by the Winneshiek County supervisors in 1873. They were so
impressed by the iron bridge that a program of iron bridge
construction was set up in Winneshiek County. An additional impetus
to the building of iron bridges was the national "Good Roads
Movement" which reached Iowa in the 1880s.
Beginning in the 1880s, a series of statewide conventions were
called to p u t forward the cause of good roads and compel Iowa
legislature to inaugurate the modern highway system that was proving
so successful in some of the Eastern states. In 1884 legislation was
enacted to reform the financing of local roads. This basic road law was
considerably strengthened in 1902 by an act that consolidated
townships into road districts, established county road funds and tax
levies, and required that road taxes be paid in cash. A constitutional
amendment in 1904 paved the way for a state highway commission
and a state tax to aid Iowa roads. By ca. 1910, an organized "crossstate highways" movement was underway (Shaffer and Vogel 1993:4142).
The "Good Roads Movement" also affected Congress. The Post
Office Appropriation Act of 1912 allocated half a million dollars for the
improvement of post roads. In 1916 Congress passed the Federal Aid
Act, which provided Federal aid to the states for road building. More
t h a n 1.3 million miles of highway was built under the act between the
First and Second World Wars. In 1925, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture undertook the first comprehensive study of a national
system of trunk highways. The National Industrial Recovery Act of
1933 also provided grants to various state highway departments and in
1936 the Federal Aid Secondary System was established to build farmto-market roads and rural school b u s routes (Shaffer and Vogel
1993:42).
The surviving bridges in Winneshiek County are excellent
examples of the spread of industrial technology across rural America.
Of the bridges Hippen documented, those constructed before 1912
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are connected by pins at the joints, and have eye-bars for the lower
chord (Hippen 1971). Hippen states that the bridges constructed in,
or after, 1912 are commonly riveted or bolted at the joints, and the
lower chords are fabricated from structural steel (Hippen 1971). Also,
most of the bridges investigated had wooden floors supported by a n
iron framework (Hippen 1971).
An additional investigation concerning Iowa bridges is currently
being undertaken by Clayton Fraser of Fraserdesign which is located in
Loveland, Colorado. Fraser's work, presently available in draft form
only, includes eight volumes and inventories several thousand bridges
across Iowa (Fraser 1994). When completed, this comprehensive
inventory will greatly benefit bridge studies within the state of Iowa
and in the Midwest in general.
THE LOMAN BRIDGE (FHWA#347750)
Data concerning the Loman Bridge was derived from several
sources. The majority of information came from the draft report of
Clinton Fraser's comprehensive bridge survey and from the Historic
American Engineering Record (HAER) form. Additional information is
found in the following: Iowa Department of Transportation, Structural
Inventory and Appraisal (Structure Number 347750); Winneshiek
County Bridge Book Number 1, located at the Winneshiek County
Engineer's Office, Decorah, Iowa; Winneshiek County Supervisors'
Record, Book D:pages 616-619 (8 J a n u a r y 1898), located at the
Winneshiek County Courthouse, Decorah, Iowa.
The Loman bridge is located in Decorah Township, Winneshiek
County, Iowa (Figures 1-5). This location is further situated
approximately 3.5 miles south of Decorah in the S E 1 / 4 , NW1/4,
S W 1 / 4 of Section 33, Township 98N, Range 8W. It is located on a
county road in highway district 2 and is owned by Winneshiek County.
This short s p a n bridge, which was originally and is currently used as a
roadway bridge, crosses Trout Creek along the northwest side of a
wide valley.
County records indicate that the structure was erected for
Winneshiek County in 1897 at a cost of $612.72. It is probable that
the contractor was the Wheaton Bridge Company of Chicago, Illinois.
It is also probable that the bridge was designed and fabricated by the
R.D. Wheaton Bridge Company. This bridge company supplied
Winneshiek County with a number of king post trusses toward the end
of the 19th century. Since its completion, the Loman Bridge h a s
carried vehicular traffic in essentially unaltered condition.
Consisting of a king post pony truss with rigid-connected upper
chord connections and pinned lower chords, this steel structure is
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supported by concrete-filled steel cylinder piers with stone/timber
back and wingwalls. The length of the one span is 36 feet. The total
length of the bridge, including the approach span is 42 feet; the width
of the roadway is 16 feet. The Loman Bridge is in fair condition and
no structural alterations have taken place. The decking consists of
timber over steel stringers. Additional features include: 2 channel
inclined end posts with cover and batten plates; 2 looped rectangular
eyebar lower chord; 2 channel with lacing vertical member; round rod
with threaded end lateral bracing; I-beam floor beam U-bolted to the
lower chord pins.
The FHWA, Iowa SHPO, and the National Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation have agreed to the relocation of the the Loman
Bridge to a site on the nature trail in Lake Meyer Park, Winneshiek
County, Iowa in order to mitigate the adverse effect of the bridge's
removal and meet stipulations of the MOA. This location lies within
the E 1 / 2 , SW1/4, SW1/4, NW1/4, of Section 34, Township 97N,
Range 9W, approximately 2.5 miles northeast of the city of Fort
Atkinson, Iowa.

SIGNIFICANCE
As stated above, the Loman Bridge is NRHP potentially eligible as
a well preserved example of a once-mainstay structural type (NRHP
rating score:46). The simplest of truss types, the king post pony trust
was employed throughout Iowa during the State's settlement and early
development periods in the 19th century. Earlier examples were
simple wood trusses, while later king posts were built of iron or steel.
By the t u r n of the century, Pratt truss configurations, including trussleg bedsteads and half-hip pony trusses, had become the designs of
choice for short-span crossings. Consequently, few king posts were
built after 1900, and today relatively few are known to remain in use
on Iowa's roadways. One of only four king posts remaining in
Winneshiek County, the Loman Bridge is technologically
representative of king post pony trust construction, a once popular,
but now rare, truss design.

CONCLUSION
In accordance with a plan approved by the Iowa SHPO, this
report documents the historic background, construction history, and
significance of the NRHP eligible Loman Bridge. Removal of this
bridge is necessary to allow construction of a replacement structure.
The bridge's relocation site is documented in this report. The
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relocation and the compilation of this document were necessary to
mitigate the adverse effects of the bridge's replacement.
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Figure 1.

Topographic coverage of Loman Bridge's original location.
USGS 7.5' Quad map: Decorah, Iowa (1981).
Field date: 3-16-94
BCA #323
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Figure 2.

Topographic coverage of Loman Bridge's relocated
location. USGS 7.5' Quad map: Fort Atkinson, Iowa (1981).
Field date: 3-16-94
BCA #323
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Figure 3.

Scale map of the Loman Bridge original location.
Field date: 3-16-94
BCA #323
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Figure 4.

Schematic sketch of Loman Bridge.
Field date: 3-16-94
BCA #323
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Figure 5.

Artistic rendering of Loman Bridge by Jackie Blikre.
Field date: 3-16-94
BCA #323
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Figure 6.

Diagram of simple truss forms.
Field date: 3-16-94
BCA #323
14
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IOWA HISTORIC BRIDCE SURVEY FORM
Office of Historic Preservation
Deportment of Cultural Affairs
A.

B.

C.

Capitol Complex
Des Moines, IA 10319
F.

Ccogmphlc Information
1.

County:

Winneshiek

2.

city or Town:

3.

Street/Road/Hlghway:

4.

Rlver/Stream/Rallroad Feature Crossed:

5.

Township:

6.

uses Quad.:

Decorah (3.5 miles south of)

98N

Middle Ossian Rd.

Range:

8W

7.5' Decorah

Historical Information
1.

Date of c o n s t r u c t i o n :

2.

Designer:

3.

Dullder:

4.

o r i g i n a l owner:

5.

Present Owner:

R.D.

Trout Creek

Section:

33

Bridge Company

Fraser

2.

Overall Length:

42 feet

3.

Width, curb to curb:

4.

Span Type(s):

Dasls:

»

Winneshiek County

Use!

"

Winneshiek County

Use:

»

5.

Frame Numbers:
Frame Numbers:

;
;
;

length:
length:
length:

d.

^Z^I^miZZIZZZZZIZZIZZn •

' ••it hi

C.

Explain:

E.

;
|
;

36
_____

length:
length: •
length:

Number of panels in the truss:
Center panel dimensions: Height:

___

;

Width:

-

Structural Information
Substructure
a.

-

Integrity
X Unaltered
Altered
Moved

post pony truss

2

Record features of bridge type in accord with J.C. Hippen recommendations for
bridge photography (c. 1985). Attach prints to Iowa Site Inventory Continuation
Sheets.
D.

king

f.
q.
Main Span (If Truss)
a.
b.

1.
;
;

16 feet

b.
c.

a.

Inventory (1994)
"

~

J

e.

Dasls:
Da3,B.

R.D. Wheaton Bridge Company

Roll Number:
Roll Number:

Number of Spans:

Section: SW

Photographic Documentation
1.
2.

1.

(1981)

Haer Form
1897

Wheaton

1/4

Design Information

b.
2.

Material
CD
(2)

Piers:
concrete filled steel stringers
Abutments:
stone/timber

(3)

wings:

(4)

Seats:

stone/timber

Floor System:

timber deck over s t e e l s t r i n g e r s

Superstructure
a.

Material:

b.

Characteristics

Historical or Technological Significance

As stated above, the Loman Bridge is NRHP potentially eligible as a well
preserved example of a once-mainstay structural type (NRHP rating score:46). The
simplest of truss types, the king post pony trust was employed throughout Iowa during
the State's settlement and early development periods in the 19th century. Earlier
examples were simple wood trusses, while later king posts were built of iron or steel. By
the turn of the century, Pratt truss configurations, including truss-leg bedsteads and
half-hip pony trusses, had become the designs of choice for short-span crossings.
Consequently, few king posts were built after 1900, and today relatively few are known
to remain in use on Iowa's roadways. One of only four king posts remaining in
Winneshiek County, the Loman Bridge is technologically representative of king post
pony trust construction, a once popular, but now rare, truss design.

stee I

(1)
(2)
(3)

Connections:
rigid upper, pinned lower
Top chords:
rigid-connected upper chord
Bottom chords: 2-looped rectangular eyebars

(4)

End Posts:

Inclined, 2 channels with cover & batten

(5)

Intermediate Posts: ___

(6)

Diagonals:

(7)

Counters:

(8)

Top Lateral (tracing:

(9)

Bottom Lateral Dracing:

___
___
___

(10) Top Lateral Struts:
(11) Portals:
(12) Railing:

~
^^^

plates

Iowa Department of Transportation, Structural Inventory and Appraisal (Structure
Number 347750); Winneshiek County Bridge Book Number 1, located at the Winneshiek
County Engineer's Office, Decorah, Iowa; Winneshiek County Supervisors' Record,
Book D:pages 616-619 (8 January 1898), located at the Winneshiek County Courthouse,
Decorah, Iowa.
Prepared byj

S.C Shaffer

Address: P.O. Box 30, Decorah, Iowa
Affiliation:

Bear Creek Archeology, Inc.

Date:

3-21-94

Telephone:

319-382-3662

Iowa Site Inventory

SH, Number

Office of Htoooc Preservation
Iowa State Hbtorica] Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Dei Molnet, »owa 50319

Item Number(s)

FHWA #347750

Continuation Sheet

c

Loman Bridge, general view from end.

Iowa Site Inventory

She Number

Office of Historic Preservation
Iowa State Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

FHWA #347750

Continuation Sheet
c

Loman Bridge, general view from side.

Iowa Site Inventory
Office of Htooric Preservation
Iowa SUIe Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
D o Molne*. Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

She Number

FHWA #347750

Continuation Sheet

c

Loman Bridge, view of floor system and lateral bracing.

Iowa Site Inventory

, „
.
She Number

Office of HWooc PrwervatJon
Iowa Stole Hbtorfcal Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Det Mdne*, Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

FHWA #347750
—

Continuation Sheet

c

Loman Bridge, detail of lower chord.

•

Iowa Site Inventory
Office of Hbtoric Prwemtfon
Iowa SUte HWorical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
De« MoJnet, Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

She Number

FHWA

Continuation Sheet
c

Loman Bridge, detail of end joint and support.

#347750

Iowa Site Inventory

She Number

Office of HWooc Preservation
Iowa SUIe HWorfcal Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
D M MoJne*. tewa S0319

Item Number(s)

c

Loman Bridge, view of abutment/pier.

FHWA #347750

Continuation Sheet

Iowa Site Inventory
Office of Hlrtooc Preservation
Iowa State Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Des Moines, k>wa 50319

item Number(s)

She Number

FHWA #347750

Continuation Sheet

c

Loman Bridge, detail of joint at lower chord.

Iowa Site Inventory
Office of Historic Preservation
Iowa State Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Det Moines, Iowa 50319

Item Number(s) c

Lomamn Bridge, detail of upper chord.

She Number

FHWA

Continuation Sheet

#347750

Iowa Site Inventory
Office of Historic Preservation
Iowa State Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

FHWA #347750
——

SHe Number

Continuation Sheet
c

Loman Bridge, detail of joint at upper chord.

Iowa Site Inventory

She Number

Office of Historic Preservation
Iowa State Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

FHWA #347750

Continuation Sheet

Item Number(s) c

Loman Bridge, overview, view southeast.

Iowa Site Inventory

She Number

Office of Historic Preservation
Iowa Stale Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Dei Moines, Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

c

Loman Bridge, overview, view east.

FHWA #347750

Continuation Sheet

Iowa Site Inventory
Office of Historic Preservation
Iowa Stale Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

FHWA #347750
Site Number

—

Continuation Sheet

c

Loman bridge, view southeast.

Iowa Site Inventory
Office of Historic r>reservarJon
Iowa Stile Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Det Moines, Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

SHe Number

FHWA #347750
—

Continuation Sheet

c

Loman Bridge, view southeast.

MteNumW

Iowa Site Inventory
Office o* HWoric fre»enr»tk>n
Iowa Stole Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
De* Moine*. Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

c

FHWA #347750

Continuation Sheet

_

Loman Bridge, floor.

FHWA #347750

Iowa Site Inventory

She Number

Office oi HWoric rrejerratfon
Iowa State HwloHcal Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Det Moine*. Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

c

"

Continuation Sheet

.

Loman Bridge, floor.

Iowa Site Inventory
Office of HWoric Preservation
Iowa Stole Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
De« Moines, Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

She Number

FHWA #347750
—

Continuation Sheet

c

Loman Bridge, superstructure/substructure connection.

Iowa Site Inventory
Office of Hkloric Preservation
Iowa Stale HMoricaJ Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Det Moines Iowa 50319

.
u
SMe Number
fU

FHWA #347750
__

Continuation Sheet

Item Number(s) c

Loman Bridge, superstructure/substructure connection, detail.

Iowa Site Inventory
Office of HWoric Preservation
Iowa Stale H'atoticai Department
East 12th 4 Grand Avenue
D « Moines, Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

c

Loman Bridge, lacing bars.

S t . Number

FHWA #347750

Continuation Sheet

I

Iowa Site Inventory

FHWA #347750
SMe Number

Office of Htaoric Preservation
Iowa St»i« Historical Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Item Number(s)

c

Loman Bridge, pinned lower chord.

Continuation Sheet

Iowa Site Inventory

SMe Number

Office of HWooc freterration
Iowa State HirioffcaJ Department
East 12th & Grand Avenue
£>« Molne*. Iowa 50319

Continuation Sheet

Item Number(s) c

Loman Bridge,

FHWA #347750

rigid-connected upper chord.
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COUNTY ENGINEER'S OFFICE

WINNESHIEK COUNTY

201 WEST MAIN STREET

DECORAH, IOWA 52101

(319)382-2951

March 3, 1994

GEORGE E. HANZUK, RE. & L.S.
County Engineer
GARY J MAUER, P.E.
Assistant County Engineer

Bear Creek Archeology, Inc.
P.O. Box 30
Decorah, Iowa 5201
RE:

BROS-9096(24)--5F-96
Winneshiek County FHWA No. 3 47750
King Post Truss Bridge

ATTN: Mr. David Stanley
Dear Mr. Stanley,
Winneshiek County is in the process of completing a Memorandum of
Agreement with SHPO, IDOT, and FHWA for the relocation of the above
referenced truss bridge. It is my understanding that documentation
of the structure at the existing site is required as part of this
agreement. Bear Creek Archeology completed the Phase I study on
this project for the county. I would like to receive an estimate
of cost for the required documentation from your firm.
The level of documentation required is for a bridge to be relocated
at a new site. Our proposal is to move this bridge to Lake Meyer
and erect it on a trail in the park.
This proposal has been
accepted by the agencies involved and is the basis for the MOA.
The county is in hopes of letting contracts for this construction
June 7, 1994. I realize that this is a very short notice. We have
had the proposed mitigation on this structure submitted since
November 1993. It has taken this long to secure a MOA from SHPO.
I am not certain that this letting date will be approved by IDOT.
I would like the documentation completed as soon as possible.
Thank you for your consideration of this project.
questions please contact me.

George E. Hanzlik, PE & LS
Winneshiek County Engineer

Visit Exciting Winneshiek County

If you have any

COUNTY ENGINEER'S OFFICE

WINNESHIEK COUNTY

201 WEST MAIN STREET

DECORAH, IOWA 52101

(319)382-2951

GEORGE E. HANZUK, RE. & LS.
County Engineer
GARY J MAUER, RE.
Assistant County Engineer

March 8, 1994

Bear Creek Archeology
2076 St Hwy 9, Apt B
Decorah, Iowa 52101
Re:

BROS 9096(24)--5F-96
FHWA Structure No. 3 4 7750

Dear Sir/Ms:
Enclosed is a copy of Appendix B "Documentation Plan" for the
above referenced structure. About a week ago I contacted your firm
in regard to the preparation of this report. Mr. David Stanley
called me on the telephone and we discussed the procedure we would
follow on this project. I told him at that time I would forward
the documentation plan requirements to your firm as soon as they
were available to me.
I would appreciate your preparing an
estimate of cost for this report based upon the items outlined in
this plan. Again, I would like to mention that we would appreciate
this report being completed at your very earliest convenience. If
you have any questions, please contact me.

George E. Hanzlik, P.E. & L.S.
Winneshiek County Engineer
GEH/ab

Visit Exciting Winneshiek County

Appendix B
DOCUMENTATION PLAN
Loman Bridge
Winneshiek County, Iowa
BROS-9096(24)--5F-96
The Winneshiek County Loman Bridge, a Kingpost pony truss bridge, FHWA
structure #347750, has been found eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and State
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO).

Removal of the bridge is

necessary to allow construction of a replacement structure capable of
better meeting the traffic and load demands of today and the future.
The FHWA, SHPO and the National Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation agree to the relocate the Loman Bridge to a site on the
nature trail in Lake Meyer Park.

This relocation will mitigate the

adverse effect of the bridge's removal and re-erection and meet the
stipulations of the Memorandum of Agreement signed by the above parties.
The structure will also be documented in accordance with the following
plan as approved by SHPO.

1.

The structure will be photographed according to views
assigned in diagrams for recording bridge details by bridge
historian, Dr. James Hippen and at least two views showing
the bridge's placement on the landscape.

Photographs will

be 5x7 prints from 35 mm black and white film.
2.

An Iowa Historic Bridge Survey form will be completed for
the structure giving construction details and measurements
of the bridge.

A drawing will be made to accompany the

survey form.
3.

A narrative report will be written, documenting the historic
background, construction history, and the significance of
the bridge.

COUNTY ENGINEER'S OFFICE

WINNESHIEK COUNTY

201 WEST MAIN STREET

DECORAH. IOWA 52101

(319)382-2951

GEORGE E. HANZUK, RE. 4 LS.
County Engineer
GARY J MAUER, P.E.
Assistant County Engineer

March 14, 1994

Bear Creek Archeology Inc.
P. O. Box 30
Decorah, Iowa 52101
Re:

Documentation Plan for Loman Bridge
FHWA No. 347750
BROS 9096(24)--5F-96

Attention:

Scott C. Shaffer

Dear Mr. Shaffer:
The Winneshiek County Board of Supervisors this morning passed
a resolution authorizing Bear Creek Archeology to proceed with the
documentation of the Lomen Bridge in accordance with your proposal
dated March 10, 1994 at an estimated cost of $1,523.45. This is
your authorization to proceed with this project.
If you have any questions or need additional
please contact me.

George E. Hanzlik, P.E. & L.S.
Winneshiek County Engineer
GEH/ab

Visit Exciting Winneshiek County
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